Enterprise full copy on slower storage. Disaster recovery data is still available in the case of a
Automatic geographical functioning properly regardless of
High availability clustering consistent. This results in responsive,
minimum amount of synchronous
GDPR compliance Data protection and policies.

Using a replay of events, optionally an aggregate can be reconstructed
Event replay downstream projections.
characteristics. Writing just the core
append them using optimistic locking.
able to efficiently retrieve events for
The storage mechanism supports
Event sourcing and event sourcing
way and generally allow for Pub-Sub.
are requests that could benefit
all communication can be served
is a common misunderstanding that
receiver(s).

the ability to push (rather than pull)
published information.
by immediately reacting to new
approach can be more efficient
published information.

Yes,  a database could be used to track
No, MongoDB is a data store, not a
messaging component.
Yes No, a RDBMS is a data store, not a
messaging component.
Yes No, MongoDB is a data store, not a
messaging component.

Access and indexing
MongoDB supports creating
backoffs.
No, indices required for event
updates in a user-friendly way. This
ensures your commands, events and
queries, ensuring events can always flow.
Ensuring events can always flow.
Any event processing.
The project implementation of a software bus
Apache Kafka is a framework
multitude of applications.
Axon Server provides a purpose-built
message handler discovery
multitude of applications.
Axon Server provides a purpose-built
message handler discovery
multitude of applications.
Axon Server provides a purpose-built
message handler discovery
multitude of applications.